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1. Abstract 
 

As part of COST Action TU1306 activities is development and research of the applicability in 

public spaces of ICT tools which serves as the interface between the public space and the 

people. On the one hand, these interfaces could help public space designers to catch the 

perception, demand, attention or complaints of people visiting a public space. On the other, 

the people could use these interfaces to enhance their visit with contextual information, 

games or socialising. The aim of this STSM has been highlight a new unobtrusive tool as a 

potential interface between the public space and the people. It allows researchers to 

determine how participants use a designed space by recording participant behaviours and/or 

tracking participant movement within the space itself. Not only the participants' movements 

but various factors -including the time of day, the day of the week, the season, weather 

conditions, special events and calendar holidays- which may have a dramatic impact on the 

types of participant behaviours displayed. The tool consists of a smartphone application (app) 

and a web service. The app, on one hand tracks the way participants use the space, allowing 

them to get contextual information, answer contextual questions, and to send augmented 

reality suggestions or complaints. On the other, the web monitors the way participants use the 

space in real time allowing to visualize participants' suggestions, answers, or the paths filtered 

by gender, age, occupation, or reason for visiting the space. The main theoretical and 

methodological perspectives have been outlined in context of a case study in Ljubljana, where 

the tool has been applied. The tool features and its research ability have been discussed as 

well as some lessons will be drawn towards building a more participatory and collaborative 

process in planning of urban spaces. This tool, easy to use and unobtrusive, is an attempt to 

better understand how participants use public open spaces and to investigate the crucial 

elements to be responded by design, research, and policy making aiming to produce more 

responsive, stronger, safer and inclusive cities. 

 

2. Purpose of the STSM 
 

In any man-made environment, discrepancies may exist between the intent of its design and 

how it is actually used. Behavioural Mapping allows researchers to determine how participants 

use a designed space by recording participant behaviours and/or tracking participant 

movement within the space itself. It can be useful to help identify underlying patterns of 

participant movement and behaviour within a given environment. Until now, most of 

behavioural mapping methodologies have followed the process “person-centred”. According 

to this methodology, each researcher records the behaviour of a single participant 

respectively, making notations on the map until one of the conditions for ceasing observation 

is met. At this point, the researcher becomes available to observe the next participant who 

arrives. This methodology is unobtrusive (done “at a distance”) and often undertaken in public 

areas, so participant consent may not be required. However, this process is a time-consuming 

task and usually performed by hand. The purpose of the STSM is to develop a new unobtrusive 

tool for helping behavioural mapping to easily identify and automatically track patterns of 
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participants’ movements, gather suggestions and environmental factors within public spaces. 

The tool consists of a smartphone application (app) and a web service. The app, on one hand 

tracks the way participants use the space, allowing them to get contextual information, answer 

contextual questions, and to send augmented reality suggestions or complaints. On the other, 

the web monitors the way participants use the space in real time allowing to visualize 

participants' suggestions, answers, or the paths filtered by gender, age, occupation, or reason 

for visiting the space.  

The STSM has taken place in Ljubljana, at the Urban Planning Institute of the Republic of 

Slovenia. With this STSM I have continued developing the previous Way-Cyberparks 

monitoring tool. From the app side, adding new functionalities such as (1) improving the 

suggestion box using an augmented reality engine, (2) giving the Way-Cyberparks user the 

opportunity to login the app from their Facebook account, (3) attaching the actual weather 

conditions to each suggestion based on their location, and (4) reproducing audio text with 

contextual information for helping the inclusion of the blind in the public space. From the web 

service side, also adding new functionalities such as (1) creating contextual information zones, 

(2) including buildings information plans, and (3) enabling and administrator profile for easily 

uploading the contextual information related to the public space. 

 

3. Description of the work carried out during the STSM 
 

According to the work plan, we have followed the tasks detailed in table I. During the first 

stage of the research Barbara, belonging to the Urban Planning Institute of the Republic of 

Slovenia, provided a document describing the places, users, and contextual information of the 

city of Ljubljana that have been tested and validated with the Way-Cyberparks monitoring tool. 

The second stage of the research consisted of going further with the developments of the 

mobile app and the web service. This stage was developed by Alfonso. Basically, on the one 

hand, the mobile app has been improved by (1) adding an augmented reality engine to the 

suggestions which will enhance them, (2) giving the Way-Cyberpark user the opportunity to 

login the app from their Facebook account, (3) attaching the actual weather conditions to each 

suggestion based on their location, and (4) reproducing audio text with contextual information 

for helping the inclusion of the blind in the public space. On the other hand, the web services 

has been improved by (1) creating contextual information zones, including buildings 

information plans, and (2) enabling and administrator profile for easily uploading the 

contextual information related to the public spaces. The first and second stages were 

performed within the offices at the Urban Planning Institute of the Republic of Slovenia. In the 

third stage we have been testing and validating the developments performed in previous tasks 

within the city of Ljubljana. 
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Table I. Work Plan 

 

According to the previous work packages and tasks the deliverables of this STSM are detailed 

in Table II. 

Table II: Deliverables 

 
 

Apart from the planned tasks: 

1. We got in touch with a specific public space users, skateboarders. A phone 

conversation has been done with their representative Marko Zumer, who delegated 

Timotej Lampe Ignjic to attend the meeting which took place at the Urban Planning 

Institute of Republic of Slovenia on Thursday, 21st May 9.00 – 10.00. Based on the 

meetings resolutions, a short notice about the app and link for its downloading was 

sent to be published at Slovenian skateboarders’ portal. 

2. We got a meeting with several ICT, landscapers, architects and urban planner experts 

which took place at the Urban Planning Institute of Republic of Slovenia on Thursday, 

21st May 12.00 – 14.30. The Way-Cyberparks tool was very well welcomed by the 

attendees, not only for behavioural mapping experts but also for ICT and urban 

planner experts. The main questions were: (1) how we could encourage the 

participants to use the tool? (2) How about user privacy? And, the main contributions 

were: (1) we could enhance the offline mode due to most of us do not care about real 

time positions but for participants’ behaviour within long past periods of time (let say 

more than one month), this way, viewing the data as a bulk the participant should not 

care about the privacy; (2) we could use the collaborative map information provided 

by open street map instead of using Google Maps; (3) we could develop a kind of social 

game to encourage participants; and (4) this tool, in its present form, could be used for 

tourists in the city of Ljubljana however we need the contextual information to be 

uploaded in the tool. 
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4. Description of the main results obtained 
 

We can divide the main results obtained within this STSM in three subsections: the mobile app, 

the web services and the conference paper. 

4.1 The mobile app 

The mobile app relies on a localization engine which would be the ideal platform for 

developing new location based services (LBS) that will provide the participant with context 

based information. Before the STSM, the smartphone app had different functionalities already 

implemented in Android and iOS mobile based platforms. However, within this STSM we have 

continued developing new functionalities but only for Android based mobile platforms. These 

are summarized in Fig. 1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    (a) Login with Facebook           (b) Map view                                (c) Augmented reality 

Fig 1: Mobile app screenshots of the two new functionalities. 

At first the app welcomes the participants and invites them to complete a short survey that 

will define their profile -they could do it typing the answers or it can be filled in automatically 

by login to their Facebook account-. After that the app asks the participants to work in online 

or offline mode. In the online mode the app regularly sends the participant's position through 

the data communication link (4G, 3G, 2G or WiFi) to the cloud. In this mode the participant 

could toggle the view of the screen between map and satellite views. In the offline mode the 

app stores all the participant's positions in the smartphone memory card. When finishing the 

track, the app asks the participant to send all the positions stored together to the cloud. Based 

on the working mode, the participant could send or save (to be sent later) suggestions to the 

cloud attaching text, photos, videos and/or audio records. Even the participant could enhance 

the photo to be attached creating a virtual world using the augmented reality engine. This new 

functionality allows the participant to add virtual objects from an open library into the image 

that is being captured by the camera of the smartphone. After adding the virtual object, the 

participant could scale, move up, down, left, right, closer or farter till the object will be place in 

the desired position. This process could be repeated as many times as virtual objects the 
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participant would like to add. At the end, the participant could save the virtual world and send 

it as an enhanced suggestion. Finally, the participant could get contextual information not only 

by text notifications but also by audio tracks, video files or internet links. All of them related to 

the context and based on the participant's position. 

4.2 The web services 

The aim of the web service is to help behavioural mapping experts to view how participants 

use the designed space. The web is hosted in http://services.cyberparks-project.eu/. In that 

web you can select different case studies along Europe. Fig.2 shows a general view of the web 

service once the Ljubljana case study has been selected. It consists of three main elements, the 

main menu on the right, the filter on the left and the map in between. The filter is used to 

select the participants' trace that you want to follow based on several profile characteristics 

such as the gender, occupation, education and age. The main menu has five sections. These 

are: 

 

Fig 2: Location based services implemented in the web service. 

- Current case study: it denotes the case study results you are viewing. It allows you to 

change to other case studies results. 

- Positions: it denotes the participants' positions in real or past time, and the position of 

the points of interest. It allows you to see the participants' positions in real time or to 

search for a specific period of past time. It also allows you to see the points of interest 

of the case study on the map. 

- User data: it denotes the questions and participants' answers, suggestions and alarms. 

It allows you to see on the map where are the questions related to the case study, its 

radius of influence and the answers of the participants. It also allows you to see on the 

map where have been taken the suggestions by the participants and their content -

subject, description, photos, videos, audio, email, telephone and the weather 
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conditions reported by the nearer weather forecast station-. Finally, it allows you to 

see on the map where are the zones alarm, its shape, who enter and when, the time 

spend inside the zone alarm, and when they leave. 

- Edition: it denotes the edition of points of interest, questions, zones alarm, audio 

tracks and buildings. It allows you to add/edit/delete points of interest on the map. 

They are characterized by a name, url and short description. It also allows you to 

add/edit/delete questions on the map. They are characterized by a radius of influence, 

a short description of the question and several optional answers. It allows you to 

add/edit/delete zones alarm on the map with irregular shapes. They are characterized 

by a name and several actions to perform just in case a participant goes into the zone 

such as send email, SMS or activate some sensors. It allows you to add/edit/delete 

audio tracks on the map. They are characterized by a radius of influence and the text 

describing the track that is going to be reproduced when the participant goes into the 

zone of influence. Finally, it allows you to add/edit/delete markers inside buildings. If a 

building plan has been previously loaded in the web service, it allows you to 

add/edit/delete contactless technology markers such as NFC or QR which are 

characterized by an identifier and a location inside the building; and WiFi and 

Bluetooth access points which are characterized by a power of reference, a mac 

address and a location inside the building. 

- Get the app: it allows you to get the Android and iOS based smartphone app through 

Google Play and Apple Store, respectively. 

4.2.1 Some case study results from Ljubljana 

 

 
Fig 3: Participant’s past positions. 
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Fig 4: Participant’s suggestions. 

 

 
Fig 5: Adding audio tracks. 

4.3 The conference paper 

In collaboration with Dr. Barbara Goličnik Marušić (Urban Planning Institute of the Republic of 

Slovenia) and Dr. Asier Perallos (university of Deusto, Spain) we have submitted a conference 

paper to the 9th International Conference on Ubiquitous Computing & Ambient Intelligence. 

The conference is focused on the Ubiquitous Computing (UC), an idea envisioned by Weiser in 

1991 that has recently evolved to a more general paradigm known as Ambient Intelligence 

(AmI) that represents a new generation of user-centred computing environments and systems. 

These solutions aim to find new ways to obtain a better integration of the information 

technology in everyday life devices and activities. The title of the conference paper follows: 

A. Bahillo, B. Goličnik Marušić, and A. Perallos, “An Unobtrusive Tool for Behavioural Mapping 

within Public Spaces,”  in proceedings of the 9th International Conference on Ubiquitous 

Computing & Ambient Intelligence. Puerto Varas, Chile, December 2015. (Submitted) 
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Selected paper will be published in Sensors Journal (special issue), IF (2013) equal to 2.048. 

 

5. Follow-ups 
 

The success of this STSM aimed to improve the Way-Cyberparks monitoring tool for helping 

behavioural mapping has opened several opportunities for going further with our 

collaboration. Mainly, these are summarized as follows: 

- If the conference paper is accepted, and their technical committee invite us to extend 

the work and sent it to Sensors journal, we are planning to extend the paper with a 

skateboarders case study. Otherwise, we focused on the Computers, Environment and 

Urban Systems journal. It is an interdisciplinary journal publishing cutting-edge and 

innovative computer-based research on urban systems, systems of cities, and built and 

natural environments, that privileges the geospatial perspective. 

- We’ll work in a more balance collaboration in which both behavioural mapping and the 

localization engine approaches will create a research platform on the relationship 

between ICT and the production of public open spaces, and which offers a frame for a 

joint further development and improvements of the proposed monitoring tool. 

- Once we known the expertise of each other, we’ll check regularly the H2020 calls 

searching for the opportunity in proposing collaborative projects. 

- We’ll think in some activities for the next summer school of this COST Action which will 

take place in spring 2016. 

  

6. Personnel Benefit and mutual benefits for the Home and Host 

institutions 
 

The experience carried out during this STSM provided very fruitful outcomes for this report’s 

author, for the Home and for the Host institutions. At the personal level, the author has gotten 

new knowledge in the behavioural mapping field (from a Landscape Architect point of view) 

and how the localization engine developed in his PhD thesis could contribute to strength the 

relations between the Home and Host institutions and go further with a new methodology for 

behavioural mapping. Furthermore, this STSM has helped the author to open his mind to new 

challenges that could be solved with some modifications of his previous PhD work. The Home 

institution showed particular interest in the work carried out during the STSM, so that a 

general presentation of the research is going to be done to a consistent group of researchers 

with the aim of looking for new ideas to build together new projects proposals. At the same 

time, and from the Host institution side, the work is now contributing to identify new 

unobtrusive methodologies which can help behavioural mapping to easily identify and 

automatically track patterns of engagements, gather suggestions and environmental factors 

within public spaces. Finally, the Host institution declared satisfied form the research so that it 
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wants to carry on the collaboration between the parties as it was stated in the Follow-ups 

section. 

 

7. Other comments 
 

I would like to highlight the support provided by the host institution, the Urban Planning 

Institute of the Republic of Slovenia, specially thanks to Barbara Goličnik Marušić and Ina 

Šuklje Erjavec who showed me the discrepancies that exist between the intent of different 

urban designs in the city of Ljubljana and how they are actually used, and how the ICTs could 

help to understand these discrepancies. Also, I would like to thank the MC Chair, Carlos 

Smaniotto, and the STSM coordinator, Gabriela Maksymiuk, who help me with the preparation 

for the STSM and encourage me to participate in this STSM. Finally, I would like to express my 

gratitude to the COST initiative which strives to support European scientists in their 

networking activities allowing scientists to learn from an institution or laboratory in another 

COST country. Increasing collaboration is important to make Europe more competitive. In the 

future this will make markets stronger and put European scientists at the forefront of 

worldwide technological innovation. 
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